TM One
SD-Internet
Simple, Secure and Scalable Network for Your Business

Enhance Your Business with TM One SD-Internet
TM One SD-Internet is a software-defined managed internet service with
connectivity features such as internet access, base-level security and
dashboard monitoring, allowing businesses to reap the benefits of
SD-WAN with an affordable solution.

tmone.com.my
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CPE

-

Customer Premises Equipment

ISP

-

Internet Service Provider

IT

-

Information Technology

LTE

-

Long Term Evolution

NOC

-

Network Operations Centre

OPEX

-

Operating Expenses

PCI-DSS

-

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard

SD-WAN

-

Software-defined Wide Area Network

SSL

-

Secure Sockets Layer

VPN

-

Virtual Private Network

VSAT

-

Very Small Aperture Terminal

WAN

-

Wide Area Network

xDSL

-

Digital Subscriber Lines

Top Connectivity Challenges of Today’s Businesses
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Internet
Interruption

Manpower and
Expertise

Businesses risk downtime because
of network congestion and
insufficient bandwidth due to
non-productive usage and late
response by IT personnel,
ISP or vendor.

Businesses have to
spend extra training or
hiring experts to deploy
and maintain the
network.

Budget
Concerns

Cloud Security
Vulnerabilities

Businesses have to fork out
considerable investments to set up
new or expand their existing
network to keep up with the latest
technology trends.

Distributed workloads bring new IT
risks that involve data breaches,
cyber-attacks, non-compliance,
data leakage and low visibility.

Why TM One SD-Internet?
TM One SD-Internet uses SD-WAN technology on centralised control function to securely and intelligently
direct traffic across the WAN, contributing to increased application performance and user experience.

Enhanced
business
productivity

Better scalability,
agility and
manageability

Highly reliable,
fast and
secure

Product Offerings
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TM One SD-Internet Basic

TM One SD-Internet Pro

Simple WAN deployment

Advance WAN solutions

Suitable for businesses
that require basic security.

Suitable for business that require
comprehensive security portfolio.

TM One SD-Internet
TM One SD-Internet provides reliable, secure, and high-speed connectivity through public
pathways while automatically connecting network devices to the cloud over SSL.
TM One SD-Internet extracts the control function from the CPE and centralises it in both the
TM One SD-WAN controller and orchestrator. The centralisation enables greater network visibility and
provides high-speed internet across locations to support distributed needs.

Key Benefits of TM One SD-Internet
Improved Traffic Performance

Improved Security

Dynamic routing to reduce lag, jitter and
latency.

Centralised, automated patching and
security updates.

24 x 7 Network Monitoring, SLA/SLG

100% Cloud-management

Centralised control plane for simplified
network management.

Connect branch and remote sites
quickly.

Dashboard Insight and Reporting

Improved Resilience

Provide predictive Internet performance

Multiple networks create transport
layer redundancy.

Delivered as a Fully-managed Service

Enable Real-time Configuration

OPEX model helps reduce network expenditure
on complex hardware.

Make network changes without having
IT teams and vendors at branches.

Locally Hosted*

Advance Security*

SD-WAN controller and data storage
hosted at TM Private Cloud

WAN solution with security capabilities

* is for TM One SD-Internet Pro
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TM One SD-Internet
TM One SD-Internet is built on a solid network
infrastructure and comes with flexible SD-WAN
solution options providing network visibility for
users from the customer portal.

Overlay SD-WAN Traffic

It centralises network functions and creates the first
private link network (underlay) connectivity layer on
top of the second Internet link network (overlay)
connectivity layer. The TM One SD-WAN connects
locations with several Internet connections,
aggregating them together with an encrypted
overlay.

Internet

Overlay SD-WAN Traffic

Wired/wireless
Internet

Branches
SD-WAN CPE

Wired/wireless
Internet

Public Cloud
• SD-WAN Controller/Orchestrator
• Gateway and Customer Portal

Headquarter/
Data Centre
SD-WAN CPE

The Features of TM One SD-Internet
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Reliable and high-performance
security appliances to deploy
in your business branches.

You have complete
entire network visibility
over the web.

Devices automatically connect
to the cloud over SSL, register
with your network, and
download their configuration.

Your network is monitored
by TM One NOC 24 X 7,
allowing you to focus on
your core business.

Use Cases
A National Logistic and
Postal Services Company

An Automotive
Distributor and Retailer

A leading national logistics and postal services
provider faced the persistent challenge of
keeping its online services secured and
uninterrupted across its 80 branches
nationwide. On top of that, their legacy
connectivity solutions require in-house IT
teams to manage network issues triggered by
on-premise CPEs. This resulted in high costs
and long downtimes from service outages and
has drastically decreased customer
confidence and brand credibility.

When one of the nation’s largest automotive
distributors and retailers entered into a
partnership to accelerate its vehicle trade-in
process, it prompted a need to improve its
connectivity infrastructure as it transformed
into a one-stop solution centre. However,
most outlets did not have strong internet
connections as their network were not robust
enough to support high daily usage. This has
disrupted customer experience due to
interrupted services and long waiting time.

TM One SD-Internet helped the customer
centralise network monitoring and
management while ensuring proactive
monitoring through enterprise-grade routers
to save time logging reports on network
issues. As a result, the customer can now
focus on its core business, putting resources
to enhance customer-facing operations while
reducing cost and complexity.

TM One SD-Internet successfully equipped
the customer with greater bandwidth and
higher speed with real-time performance
reporting dashboard at all 24 customer sites.
Its new PCI-DSS certified data centre added
a security feature for their payment gateway
while VPN ensured secured data transmission
directly between the headquarter and
branches. The network data centralised cloud
management provided network agility and
cost-efficiency through a subscription model.
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Why TM One is Your Preferred Digital Partner and
Network Solution Provider

We Manage a Holistic
Portfolio of Offerings

We Believe in Simplified
Management

Our range of connectivity solutions —
including VSAT, xDSL, LTE, Ethernet and
Fibre, is complemented by strong
infrastructure networks and partner
ecosystems to help you solve a myriad of
real-world problems.

We like to keep things simple. Our suite of
connectivity solutions not only enables 24/7
monitoring and automation but lowers the effort
of network management while guaranteeing
better service level goals and efficiency.

We Secure Your Network

We Champion Quality Performance

We leverage our end-to-end, private
networks to give you access to accurate and
actionable information with real-time threat
identification and analytics.

We ensure that our designs and testing of our
network and connectivity solutions provide
exceptional quality in terms of consistency,
speed and uptime.

We Are Highly Adaptive

We Are a One-Stop Hub

Our software-defined connectivity solutions help
you boost network agility, achieve centralised
control and improve application-aware network
management.

Experience a truly-digital future with our
end-to-end service portfolio: consultation,
planning, implementation, network operation &
management, optimisation and innovation.

To learn more about TM One Connectivity, please contact your TM One representative or TM One
business partner, or visit our website: www.tmone.com.my/solutions/connectivity-services/

About TM One
TM One, the business-to-business arm of Telekom Malaysia Berhad (TM), empowers enterprises and the
public sector to challenge the status quo and creatively disrupt various industries with the latest digital
technologies and solutions across cloud, connectivity, cybersecurity, and smart services. For further
information on TM One, visit www.tmone.com.my
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tmone.com.my

tmone.com.my

